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This example is for illustrative purposes only. Actual GAP calculations will 
vary based on specific circumstances.
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GUARANTEED AUTO PROTECTION (GAP)

Programs may vary by dealer/lender/state. This is a summary of the Guaranteed Auto Protection (GAP) contract. Please refer to the 
actual contract for additional information including details of the benefits, terms, vehicle eligibility, conditions, limitations and specific 
exclusions that apply to this product.

CUSTOMER BENEFIT DESCRIPTION

Personal Financial Protection
Covers new and pre-owned vehicle owners from loss due to 
theft, accidents, fire & flood. Statistically, 1 in 3 drivers will likely 
have a vehicle written off in their lifetime.

Maximum Coverage
There are no maximums on amount financed, loan-to-value
(LTV), term, or payout. GAP will reimburse up to $1,000 of  
your insurance deductible, too.

Essential Protection for
Highly Financed Vehicles

Smart coverage for vehicle buyers with minimal down payment  
& high finance balances as nearly 50% of auto insurance 
settlements won’t cover balance owed.

DON’T BE LEFT PAYING ON A CAR THAT NO LONGER EXISTS.
The QualityGuard+Plus Guaranteed Auto Protection (GAP) program helps cover what you owe on your vehicle loan if you experience a total loss before it’s paid off. 
GAP waives the difference between your primary insurance settlement and the outstanding balance owed on your vehicle. Rideshare vehicles are eligible. 



GUARANTEED AUTO PROTECTION (GAP)
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This example is for illustrative purposes only. Actual GAP calculations will 
vary based on specific circumstances.
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CUSTOMER BENEFIT DESCRIPTION

Personal Financial Protection
Covers new and pre-owned vehicle owners from loss due to 
theft, accidents, fire & flood. Statistically, 1 in 3 drivers will likely 
have a vehicle written off in their lifetime.

Maximum Coverage
There are no maximums on amount financed, loan-to-value
(LTV), term, or payout. GAP will reimburse up to $1,000 of  
your insurance deductible, too.

Essential Protection for
Highly Financed Vehicles

Smart coverage for vehicle buyers with minimal down payment 
& high finance balances as nearly 50% of auto insurance 
settlements won’t cover balance owed.

Unique GAP Plus Benefit $1,000 credit towards your new purchase when you return to 
your original dealer.

GUARANTEED AUTO PROTECTION (GAP PLUS)

DON’T BE LEFT PAYING ON A CAR THAT NO LONGER EXISTS.
The QualityGuard+Plus Guaranteed Auto Protection (GAP Plus) program helps cover what you owe on your vehicle loan if you experience a total loss before it’s paid 
off. GAP waives the difference between your primary insurance settlement and the outstanding balance owed on your vehicle. Rideshare vehicles are eligible.

Programs may vary by dealer/lender/state. This is a summary of the Guaranteed Auto Protection (GAP Plus) contract. Please refer to the actual 
contract for additional information including details of the benefits, terms, vehicle eligibility, conditions, limitations and specific exclusions that 
apply to this product. GAP Plus is not available in AK, FL, KS, NE, NY, TN, TX and WV.



GUARANTEED AUTO PROTECTION (GAP PLUS)




